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LOS ANGELES, CA / 500NewsWire / Face Yoga Queen is the name of the new health and wellness

business being launched by Olya Zhilinskaya. By launching her new business, FaceYogaQueen.com

- Olya is working to further her mission to empower people of all genders and age ranges to

improve their health, look younger and feel more motivated than ever before.

To learn more about the new Face Yoga Queen website, and how you can put the magic of health

back in your hands, please https://FaceYogaQueen.com

Face Yoga Queen is not just a website. In June of 2022, The Face Yoga Queen YouTube channel

launched to share life-changing posture, health, and wellness tips and tricks. Each post on Face

Yoga Queen features valuable information covering topics like face workouts, posture-improving

stretches, natural remedies that can alleviate anxiety, and methods of building self-confidence and

self-acceptance that follow a “pro-age” approach, as the anti-aging era is over. In addition to this

new YouTube channel, Face Yoga Queen continues to expand on social media, with presences on

TikTok and Instagram.

“When I began Face Yoga Queen, my goal was to help women fall in love with themselves and the

world around them. By sharing my knowledge and passions with others, I am hoping to inspire

people to take time to care for their bodies and appreciate what their bodies have to offer,” said

Olya Zhilinskaya, founder of Face Yoga Queen. “With my platform, I work hard to encourage

people to accept their body as it is while also taking time to care for their body through simple

tips and tricks that can make a significant difference. I am hoping to carry this same message into

my YouTube channel and reach even larger audiences than I have on other content platforms.”

By using her platform to encourage healthy habits and a positive mindset, Face Yoga Queen is

already gathering loyal followers who swear by the effectiveness of her techniques. Hundreds of

women are already looking and feeling better thanks to Face Yoga Queen’s groundbreaking facial

stretches and health hacks. Initially, her goal was to help women only, but later she came to realize

that everyone will benefit from face yoga despite age or gender. After the launch of this new

website, Face Yoga Queen has plans to continue expanding to other platforms.
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To see some of Face Yoga Queen’s life-changing health and wellness content, go to

https://faceyogaqueen.com  

To view the Face Yoga Queen verified YouTube channel, go to

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmkQ1h6K3GUU6EbOIKiiW8g.

Source: Face Yoga Queen

Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q43D2lFH5Dw 
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